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Role of the core-valence interaction for pseudopotential calculations with exact exchange
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Standard normconserving pseudopotentials for the exact exchange energy functional of density functional
theory exhibit a spurious long-range structure induced by the core-valence interaction. In this contribution the
origin of this structure and its implications for the description of atoms, molecules, and solids is analyzed in
detail. It is found that bond distances and energies obtained can be seriously in error, in particular for solids.
Based on this analysis a parameter-free, self-consistent scheme for the elimination of the spurious feature is
suggested. The resulting pseudopotentials predict binding properties of molecules and solids which, on aver-
age, are more accurate than those obtained with the corresponding local density approximation pseudopoten-
tials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The combination of density functional methods with t
pseudopotential~PP! approach provides a theoretical fram
work for the numerical study of a large variety of compl
electronic systems~Refs. 1–7!. Such investigations are usu
ally based on the local density~LDA ! or the generalized
gradient approximation~GGA! ~Refs. 8 and 9! for the
exchange-correlation~xc! energy functionalExc of density
functional theory~DFT!.10 In recent years, also PP calcul
tions with the exact exchange energy functionalEx of DFT
have been performed.11–14 The exactEx ,

Ex52
e2

2 (
e i ,e j<eF

E d3r E d3r 8
f i

†~r!f j~r!f j
†~r8!f i~r8!

ur2r8u
~1!

~with eF being the Fermi energy!, is the prototype of an
implicit density functional~Ref. 15!, in which not~only! the
density n, but rather the Kohn-Sham~KS! orbitals fk are
used to characterize the functional. For such functionals
multiplicative xc potential vxc(r)5dExc /dn(r) has to be
evaluated indirectly via the optimized potential meth
~OPM!.16 With this procedure the nonlocal character of t
Fock term~1! is absorbed into the construction ofvxc(r). As
a consequence, the OPM is computationally much more
manding than the calculation of the LDA or GGA xc pote
tial, even if one resorts to the efficient~and accurate!
Krieger-Li-Iafrate ~KLI ! approximation to the full OPM.17

The use of PP’s is thus particularly attractive for calculatio
with orbital-dependent xc functionals.

For PP applications of the exactEx there still exist two
obstacles: On the one hand, an appropriate correlation
tribution to complement the exactEx has not yet been
established,18–25 although some promising concepts ha
been put forward recently.21–24 In practice, the exactEx has
either been applied without any correlation contributi
(x-only! ~Refs. 26–30! or with LDA or GGA correlation
functionals.31,11,32,12,14
0163-1829/2001/64~12!/125111~12!/$20.00 64 1251
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The second difficulty is connected with the constructi
of PP’s: Standard normconserving PP’s~Refs. 33–35! on the
basis of the exactEx are found to develop a spurious long
range structure.11,12 In applications this feature acts as a
additional, spurious force on neighboring ions, so that str
tural optimizations on the basis of such PP’s can be serio
in error ~compare Secs. III and IV!. In order to cure this
deficiencya posterioridamping of the spurious contributio
has been suggested.11,12 The introduction of additional pa
rameters via the damping function, however, leads to so
arbitrariness of the resulting molecular or bulk data. As
alternative, normconserving PP’s generated via an ato
LDA calculation have been utilized in molecular PP calcu
tions with exact exchange.14 The use of different xc function-
als for PP construction and the polyatomic calculation c
however, lead to significant errors36 ~see also Sec. IV!.

Clearly, an accurate and generally accepted procedure
handling the xc tail has to be established before OPM-ba
PP calculations can become a standard tool. On the basis
detailed analysis of the normconserving PP’s obtained for
exactEx via the OPM~subsequently denoted by OPM-PP!,
we suggest in this contribution a parameter-free method
the elimination of the spurious contribution to the PP.

We first present a very brief outline of the construction
OPM-PP’s within the Troullier-Martins~TM! scheme,35 em-
phasizing the aspects by which OPM-PP’s differ from LD
PP’s ~Sec. II!. In Sec. III we examine the properties of th
resulting unmodified normconserving OPM-PP’s for ato
and molecules, using the corresponding all-electron~AE!
OPM ~Ref. 30! as well as AE and PP LDA data as compar
tive standards.37 While the results for atoms, obtained wit
the unmodified OPM-PP’s, are rather satisfactory, the m
lecular and bulk data clearly indicate the need for a mod
cation of the OPM-PP’s. In Sec. IV the asymptotic form
the OPM-PP’s is studied in detail. We first verify explicitl
that the long-range structure originates from the core-vale
interaction, while differences between the valence pseu
orbitals and AE orbitals in the core region are only of min
importance. We then examine thea posterioridamping pre-
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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scription for the xc tail. It is shown that variation of th
damping function leads to a spread of molecular and b
results which is not much smaller than the deviation of
unmodified PP results from the AE data. To resolve this a
biguity, we finally introduce a parameter-free PP construct
scheme in Sec. V.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF NORM-CONSERVING OPM
PSEUDOPOTENTIALS

In this section we briefly summarize the construction
norm-conserving PP’s for the exact exchange~1!. In the first
step the screened PP must be generated from AE result
the atom of interest. One thus starts with an AE OPM cal
lation for the atomic ground state, which differs from a sta
dard LDA calculation by the evaluation of the exchange p
tential vx via the OPM.16,20 In this methodvx is obtained
from the product of the inverse of the static KS respon
function xs and a source termLx , whose main ingredient is
the functional derivative ofEx with respect to the KS orbit-
als,

vx~r!5E d3r 8xs
21~r,r8!Lx~r8!, ~2!

xs~r,r8!52 (
e i<eF

f i
†~r!Gi~r,r8!f i~r8!1c.c., ~3!

Lx~r!52(
i
E d3r 8f i

†~r!Gi~r,r8!
dEx

df i
†~r8!

1c.c., ~4!

Gi~r,r8!5(
j Þ i

f j~r!f j
†~r8!

e j2e i
, ~5!

dEx

df i
†~r8!

52e2 (
e j<eF

f j~r8!E d3r
f j

†~r!f i~r!

ur2r8u
. ~6!

The technical details of AE OPM calculations for atoms ha
been discussed in Refs. 27 and 20, to which we refer
reader for further information. Note that this procedure
readily extended to orbital-dependent correlation function

Given the self-consistent AE OPM solution, i.e., the A
orbitals~AEO’s! f i

AE(r)5wnl
AE(r )Ylm(V)/r , the correspond-

ing eigenvaluese i , and the total AE potentialvs
AE , the con-

struction of the screened PP for the case of the exacEx
proceeds as for the LDA. For this purpose we have used
TM scheme,35,38 applying the cutoff radiir c,l listed in Table
I ~the samer c,l have been used for all PP variants discus
subsequently!. Rather hard values have been chosen forr c,l
in order to ensure converged PP results. For each vale
level with angular momentuml the TM scheme provides
~nodeless! radial pseudoorbital~PO! wps,l , which is identical
with wnl

AE for r>r c,l , together with the associated screen
PPvps,l

sc , which, in the valence region, is identical withvs
AE .
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In a second step the interaction among the valence e
trons must be eliminated fromvps,l

sc . If vxc were a linear
functional of the density, this goal could be achieved exac
by linear unscreening:

vps,l~r !5vps,l
sc ~r !2vH~@nv,ps#;r !2vxc~@nv,ps#;r !. ~7!

Here vH@nv,ps# is the Hartree potential of the valence ele
trons with pseudodensitynv,ps:

vH~@nv,ps#;r !5e2E d3r 8
nv,ps~r 8!

ur2r8u
, ~8!

nv,ps~r !5 (
occ.val.orb.

Q l

uwps,l~r !u2

4pr 2
~9!

(Q l denotes the occupation number of the subshell with
gular momentuml !. vxc@nv,ps# is the xc potential correspond
ing to nv,ps, which, in the case of the exact exchange, has
be evaluated by solution of Eqs.~2!–~6! with the valence
PO’s ~Ref. 39!. The sums overi in Eqs.~3! and ~4! and j in
Eq. ~6! are thus restricted to the valence states and all qu
tities are calculated with the PO’s@the form of Eqs.~2!–~6!
for spherical systems is explicitly specified in Appendix A
Ref. 20—for the evaluation ofGi , Eq. ~A54! of Ref. 20 has
been used in combination with the pseudostates#.

However, the exactExc is a nonlinear functional ofn, so
that the unscreening~7! implies a linearization of the xc con
tribution to the core-valence interaction. In the unscreen
procedure the nonlinearity can be taken into account via n
linear core corrections~NLCC’s!,40

vps,l
NLCC~r !5vps,l

sc ~r !2vH~@nv,ps#;r !2vxc~@nv,ps1nc
AE#;r !,

~10!

i.e., by inclusion of the AE core densitync
AE in the nonlinear

part of the unscreening potential. As a consequence,nc
AE has

to be included also in the evaluation of the molecular or b

TABLE I. Cutoff radii used in this work~for the d-PP see Ref.
42!.

Atom r c (bohr) r NLCC

s p d ~bohr!

Li 2.8 3.0 1.2
Be 1.7 1.5 0.7
B 1.3 1.3 0.6
C 1.2 1.1 0.4
N 1.1 1.0 0.3
O 1.0 0.9 0.25
F 0.6 0.5 0.2
Na 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.0
Mg 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.2
Al 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.0
Si 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.0
P 1.7 1.7 1.7 0.8
S 1.4 1.5 1.5 0.7
Cl 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.6
1-2
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xc potential and energy. In principle, this nonlinear approa
can also be used for the exactEx . In this casevx@nv,ps

1nc
AE# is obtained by solution of Eqs.~2!–~6! for the com-

bination of valence PO’s and core AEO’s.

III. RESULTS FOR NORM-CONSERVING OPM
PSEUDOPOTENTIALS

In this section we investigate the performance of nor
conservingx-only OPM-PP’s generated by the procedu
outlined in Sec. II without any further modification. Th
quantities considered are atomic ionization potentials~IP’s!,
intrashell transfer energies~for both first and second row
atoms!, the energy gain obtained by allowing nonspheri
density shapes for open shell atoms, and molecular grou
state properties. In all cases an unambigous compara
standard can be provided by AE calculations with the ex
Ex .37 For comparison we also list corresponding LDA r
sults, both for the case of linearly unscreened LDA-PP’s a
for LDA-PP’s including NLCC’s.41–43 The general conclu-
sion, substantiated by the detailed results, is that the c
valence interaction plays a minor important role for the c
of the exact exchange functional as compared to the LD
which suggests a high transferability of the linearly u
screened OPM-PP’s. In addition, we find that the inclusion
NLCC’s consistently improves results in the case of
LDA-PP’s, as pointed out before.44,45

The IP’s of the PP and AE OPM calculations~Table II!
agree very closely, the deviations being of the order of 0

TABLE II. Ionization potentials of first- and second-row atom
PP vs AE results~Ref. 53! ~all energies in eV!.

Mode LDA OPM Mode LDA OPM

Li AE 5.47 5.34 Na AE 5.37 4.94
PP 5.42 5.34 PP 5.25 4.95

PP1NLCC 5.47 PP1NLCC 5.38

Be AE 9.03 8.04 Mg AE 7.72 6.59
PP 8.96 8.05 PP 7.62 6.61

PP1NLCC 9.02 PP1NLCC 7.72

B AE 8.58 7.93 Al AE 6.00 5.49
PP 8.59 7.93 PP 6.01 5.51

PP1NLCC 8.58 PP1NLCC 6.00

C AE 11.77 10.81 Si AE 8.28 7.65
PP 11.83 10.82 PP 8.30 7.68

PP1NLCC 11.78 PP1NLCC 8.28

N AE 15.00 14.00 P AE 10.54 10.04
PP 15.09 14.01 PP 10.58 10.0

PP1NLCC 15.01 PP1NLCC 10.54

O AE 13.90 11.87 S AE 10.54 9.03
PP 13.59 11.86 PP 10.40 9.02

PP1NLCC 13.86 PP1NLCC 10.52

F AE 18.06 15.66 Cl AE 13.25 11.77
PP 17.91 15.65 PP 13.17 11.7

PP1NLCC 18.06 PP1NLCC 13.24
12511
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eV with a maximum of 0.05 eV found for P. This pattern
confirmed by the good agreement of the corresponding
and AE orbital eigenvalues, where again the deviation
largest for P~10 mhartree for the 3s↓ state!. In the case of the
LDA, on the other hand, the differences between the AE a
linearly unscreened PP results are of the order of 0.1 eV
order to achieve the same level of accuracy as observed
the OPM-PP’s the inclusion of NLCC’s is necessary. The
results suggest that the ground states of both neutral at
and positive ions are well described by the linearly u
screened OPM-PP’s.

For the intrashell transfer two types of excitations are
amined~Table III!: On the one hand, the minority spin (↓) s
electron is transferred into the majority spin (↑) p orbital, so
that the excited state has a larger spin polarization~magnetic
moment! than the ground state (s-p transfer!. In the second
case ap↑ electron goes into thep↓ state, reducing the mag
netic moment (p-p transfer!. Given the rather accurat
ground-state energies documented by the IP’s of Table II,
s↓→p↑ and p↑→p↓ transfer energies mainly probe the d
scription of the excited states and thus the performance of
PP’s in a different chemical environment. For both types
excitations the agreement between AE OPM and OPM
results is very close. Similar agreement is found for t
LDA-PP’s with NLCC’s, while the transfer energies a
much less accurate if the nonlinearity of the LDA function
is neglected.

The energy gain resulting from the transition from
spherical to a nonspherical atomic density46,47 ~Table IV!
emphasizes once again the role of the core-valence inte
tion. The presence of the~essentially! spherical core density
stabilizes a spherical valence density relative to a nonsph

TABLE III. s-p and p-p transfer energies of first- and secon
row atoms: PP vs AE results~Ref. 53! ~in eV!.

s↓→p↑ p↑→p↓
Mode LDA OPM Mode LDA OPM

Be AE 2.47 1.67 C AE 1.20 1.35
PP 2.37 1.67 PP 1.34 1.35

PP1NLCC 2.46 PP1NLCC 1.21

B AE 3.23 2.13 N AE 2.70 3.24
PP 3.00 2.16 PP 2.98 3.26

PP1NLCC 3.21 PP1NLCC 2.73

C AE 4.05 2.46 O AE 1.48 1.93
PP 3.68 2.50 PP 1.62 1.95

PP1NLCC 4.01 PP1NLCC 1.49

Mg AE 2.80 1.84 Si AE 0.67 0.90
PP 2.69 1.79 PP 0.71 0.91

PP1NLCC 2.80 PP1NLCC 0.67

Al AE 3.61 2.32 P AE 1.44 2.12
PP 3.41 2.21 PP 1.56 2.16

PP1NLCC 3.61 PP1NLCC 1.46

Si AE 4.31 2.47 S AE 0.76 1.23
PP 3.98 2.29 PP 0.83 1.26

PP1NLCC 4.29 PP1NLCC 0.77
1-3
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cal one. For the linearly unscreened LDA-PP’s, in whichnc
AE

is neglected, the energy gain is thus always overestim
substantially, while the differences with respect to the A
results are quite small for the other two types of PP’s.

The spectroscopic constants obtained for 15 first-
second-row diatomic molecules48,49 are listed in Tables V
and VI for the LDA and Tables VII and VIII for the exac
Ex . The average absolute deviations of the PP bond len
(Re) and dissociation energies (De) from the AE values are
slightly smaller for the OPM-PP’s than for the linearly u
screened LDA-PP’s, though both average errors are la
than those obtained with the LDA-PP’s plus NLCC’s. T
distribution of errors shows that for the LDA-PP witho
NLCC’s the deviations are largest for molecules whose c
stituents are ‘‘strongly’’ spin polarized, with nitrogen an
phosphorus being the prime examples: N2 is responsible for
roughly one-third of the total average error of 0.24 eV fou
for the first row; P2 even accounts for half of the averag
error of the second-row molecules. For these systemsDe is
clearly underestimated by LDA-PP’s without NLCC’s, as
consequence of an overestimation of the atomic ground-s
energies. As in the case of the atomic excitation energies
difficulties of the LDA-PP’s with high-spin states are r
solved by inclusion of NLCC’s~Ref. 44!. In the case of the
OPM, on the other hand, the errors are only half as large
those of the linearly unscreened LDA-PP’s for N2 and P2,
but slightly larger for O2. The different pattern of errors in
dicates that for the OPM-PP’s the deviations do not prima
originate from a poor description of spin polarization~which
would have to be corrected by NLCC’s!. Obviously, the
rather substantial differences between the AE and PP di
ciation energies~e.g., for C2 or O2) demand a more detaile
analysis of the OPM-PP’s.

IV. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF OPM PSEUDOPOTENTIALS
FOR Al

As a prototype of all OPM-PP’s we consider the seco
row element Al. Thes, p, andd components of the PP ar
compared with the corresponding linearly unscreen
LDA-PP in Figs. 1~a!–1~c!. For the s component one ob
serves only a small shift of the PP minimum from the LD
value of 1.55–1.58 bohr, consistent with the correspond
change in ther expectation value of the 3s orbital; other-
wise, the PP’s are rather similar. Thep component reflects

TABLE IV. Difference between ground-state energies obtain
with nonspherical and spherical densities for first-row atoms~all
energies in meV!. The calculations for the exact exchange are c
sistently based on the KLI approximation~Ref. 17!.

Mode LDA OPM Mode LDA OPM

B AE 67 96 O AE 107 140
PP 105 95 PP 167 137

PP1NLCC 66 PP1NLCC 109

C AE 8 89 F AE 19 137
PP 47 87 PP 81 133

PP1NLCC 8 PP1NLCC 15
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the more pronounced shell structure produced by the e
exchange potential:15 In the PP description this requires
slightly enhanced separation of the valence shell from
core shells. As a consequence, the OPM-PP is more repu
than the LDA-PP.

In order to emphasize the differences between
OPM-PP and the LDA-PP in the valence region we plot
Fig. 2 the quantity

rvps~r !1Zione
2

for thep-PP~beyond the maximumr c all PP components are
identical by construction!. As already noted by Bylander an
Kleinman,11 the OPM-PP’s contain a spurious long-ran

d

-

TABLE V. Bond lengthRe , dissociation energyDe ~including
zero-point energy!, and harmonic frequencyve of first-row di-
atomic molecules: PP vs AE LDA results~Refs. 41 and 54!. In the
case of the PP data only the deviation from the corresponding
value,Re

PP2Re
AE , etc. is given.

Mode Re De ve

~bohr! ~eV! (cm21)

Li 2 AE 5.118 1.030 338
1S PP 20.089 20.001 1

PP1NLCC 0.001 20.012 24

B2 AE 3.032 3.855 1042
3S PP 20.009 20.065 25

PP1NLCC 0.002 20.003 22

C2 AE 2.353 7.251 1890
1S PP 20.003 20.328 213

PP1NLCC 0.002 20.028 25

N2 AE 2.068 11.602 2396
1S PP 20.002 20.632 28

PP1NLCC 0.001 20.105 25

O2 AE 2.273 7.591 1626
3S PP 0.006 20.351 213

PP1NLCC 0.006 20.085 214

F2 AE 2.614 3.397 1062
1S PP 0.005 20.163 24

PP1NLCC 0.004 20.022 23

LiH AE 3.032 2.643 1375
1S PP 20.115 0.077 255

PP1NLCC 0.005 20.046 253

FH AE 1.760 7.037 3995
1S PP 0.004 20.122 219

PP1NLCC 0.003 20.025 216

CO AE 2.128 12.967 2183
1S PP 20.003 20.378 219

PP1NLCC 0.000 20.067 22

Average PP 0.026 0.235 15
deviation PP1NLCC 0.003 0.044 12
1-4
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component beyond the leading, electrostatic2Zione
2/r term,

which is not present for LDA-PP’s. Even without NLCC
the LDA-PP shows only a small peak in the vicinity of th
cutoff radius, which vanishes within 1 bohr. In addition, t
inclusion of the NLCC’s in the LDA-PP leads to a clea
2Zione

2/r behavior for all r .r c,l . This is the desired
asymptotic form, as the ionic core interacts with the valen
electrons around neighboring ionic cores and in the bond
region as a pure point charge.

The appearance of the long-range feature in OPM-P
can be understood in the following fashion: In the valen
region the screened PP’s are identical withvs

AE , so that they
consist of the nuclear potential, the AE Hartree potential,
the AE xc componentvxc@nc

AE1nv
AE#, which is determined

by the AE core (nc
AE) and valence (nv

AE) densities. In the
valence region the xc contribution to the unscreened PP’s~7!
is thus given by the difference

vxc„@nc
AE1nv

AE#;r )2vxc~@nv,ps#;r …. ~11!

For local and gradient-corrected functionals this differen
vanishes by construction as soon asnc

AE starts to decay ex
ponentially. The ionic PP’s thus show a clean2Zione

2/r be-
havior in the asymptotic region„no structure is introduced b
vH(@nc

AE1nv
AE#;r )2vH(@nv,ps#;r )…. In the case of exact ex

change, on the other hand, the density in the core reg
affects the exchange potential in the valence regime via
~6!, so that the difference~11! does not vanish even for rathe

TABLE VI. As in Table V for second-row dimers.

Mode Re De ve

~bohr! ~eV! (cm21)

Na2 AE 5.673 0.883 162
1S PP 20.121 20.039 3

PP1NLCC 20.011 20.007 21

Al2 AE 4.650 1.982 348
3S PP 20.020 20.004 21

PP1NLCC 20.006 0.007 0

Si2 AE 4.283 4.040 490
3S PP 20.019 20.054 0

PP1NLCC 20.012 0.022 3

P2 AE 3.570 6.225 798
1S PP 20.014 20.211 25

PP1NLCC 20.005 20.008 1

S2 AE 3.576 5.876 719
3S PP 20.005 20.105 2

PP1NLCC 20.004 0.023 4

Cl2 AE 3.738 3.626 564
1S PP 20.002 20.066 0

PP1NLCC 20.004 0.009 1

Average PP 0.030 0.080 1.8
deviation PP1NLCC 0.007 0.013 1.7
12511
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TABLE VII. As in Table V for the exact exchange: Unmodifie
and self-consistent~SC-! OPM-PP vs AE results. Also listed is th
combination of LDA-PP’s with the exact exchange in the molecu
calculation~Refs. 49 and 54!. In the case of the PP data only th
deviation from the corresponding AE value,Re

PP2Re
AE , etc., is

given.

Mode Re De ve

~bohr! ~eV! (cm21)

Li 2 AE 5.266 0.168 338

OPM-PP 20.004 0.001 21

LDA-PP 20.247 0.060 18

SC-OPM-PP 20.009 0.003 21

B2 AE 3.068 0.608 972

OPM-PP 0.006 20.028 25

LDA-PP 20.069 0.080 55

SC-OPM-PP 20.005 0.046 0

C2 AE 2.332 0.281 1933

OPM-PP 20.001 0.173 7

LDA-PP 20.031 0.060 46

SC-OPM-PP 20.009 0.098 6

N2 AE 2.011 4.972 2736

OPM-PP 20.003 0.381 24

LDA-PP 20.017 0.047 33

SC-OPM-PP 20.008 0.170 13

O2 AE 2.184 1.441 1981

OPM-PP 20.017 0.365 66

LDA-PP 20.008 20.050 9

SC-OPM-PP 20.002 0.025 210

F2 AE 2.496 21.607 1283

OPM-PP 20.034 20.097 63

LDA-PP 20.002 20.056 3

SC-OPM-PP 0.002 20.034 22

LiH AE 3.037 1.483 1427

OPM-PP 0.028 20.036 237

LDA-PP 20.193 0.163 211

SC-OPM-PP 0.000 20.022 234

FH AE 1.694 4.203 4501

OPM-PP 0.001 20.014 216

LDA-PP 20.002 20.028 29

SC-OPM-PP 0.000 20.040 222

CO AE 2.080 7.530 2444

OPM-PP 20.002 0.262 16

LDA-PP 20.022 0.119 34

SC-OPM-PP 20.009 0.162 12

Average OPM-PP 0.011 0.150 26

deviation LDA-PP 0.066 0.074 24

SC-OPM-PP 0.005 0.067 11
1-5
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large values ofr. The nonlocal nature of the exactEx thus
leads to a long-range xc component in the ionic PP.

This xc tail is found in the OPM-PP’s of all first- an
second-row atoms.50 For polyatomic systems this featur
leads to a spurious contribution to the interaction energy
an ion with the valence electrons around neighboring cent
This unphysical energy shift accounts for the different p
terns of errors observed for OPM-PP’s and LDA-PP
~Tables V–VIII!.

In order to pinpoint the origin of the spurious feature
number of variants of the OPM-PP’s have been investiga
In the first variant the unscreening potentialvx@nv

AE# in Eq.
~7! is calculated by solution of Eq.~2! with only the valence
AEO’s taken into account inxs andLx @but Gi is still evalu-
ated via Eq.~5!#. The PP obtained in this way is very simila
to the standard PP in the asymptotic region~Fig. 2!. The
spurious tail is not sensitive to the marked differences
tween PO’s and AEO’s in the core region~nor to variation of
the cutoff radius51!. It is thus not due to an incomplete opt
mization of the PO’s and cannot be remedied by inclusion

TABLE VIII. As in Table VII for second-row dimers~Refs. 49
and 54!.

Mode Re De ve

~bohr! ~eV! (cm21)

Na2 AE 6.050 0.034 155
OPM-PP 20.010 20.020 21
LDA-PP 20.537 0.009 18

SC-OPM-PP 20.039 20.018 0

Al2 AE 4.801 0.397 313
OPM-PP 0.025 20.079 212
LDA-PP 20.136 0.041 13

SC-OPM-PP 0.025 20.022 22

Si2 AE 4.184 1.786 575
OPM-PP 0.003 20.042 23
LDA-PP 20.093 0.121 14

SC-OPM-PP 0.000 0.004 1

P2 AE 3.492 1.614 918
OPM-PP 0.004 20.102 28
LDA-PP 20.092 0.165 18

SC-OPM-PP 0.001 20.016 25

S2 AE 3.514 2.154 821
OPM-PP 0.008 20.062 27
LDA-PP 20.048 0.122 14

SC-OPM-PP 0.001 0.021 1

Cl2 AE 3.727 0.715 613
OPM-PP 0.019 20.039 210
LDA-PP 20.038 0.010 8

SC-OPM-PP 0.002 20.006 2

Average OPM-PP 0.012 0.058 7
deviation LDA-PP 0.158 0.089 14

SC-OPM-PP 0.011 0.015 2
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further subsidiary conditions in the construction of the PP,
long as linear unscreening is applied.

As a first example of nonlinear unscreening we conside
variant where the complete AE exchange potential is s
tracted from the screened PP~together with the valence AE
Hartree potential!. The result, shown in Fig. 3, is a PP free
any long-range structure, which confirms the conclusion t
the nonlinearity of the core-valence interaction is the orig
of the spurious feature.

In a second nonlinear unscreening variant, the excha
component of the unscreening potential is generated fro

FIG. 1. Pseudopotentials for Al obtained with linear unscre
ing: OPM in comparison with LDA and self-consistent OPM-P
~SC-OPM! @~a! s-PP,~b! p-PP, and~c! d-PP#.
1-6
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ROLE OF THE CORE-VALENCE INTERACTION FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 125111
combination of AE core and PP valence orbitals in all ing
dients of Eq.~2!. This procedure, which is closest to standa
nonlinear unscreening~10!, again produces a spurious stru
ture, which, however, is quite different from the one o
served for linear unscreening.

The origin of the new structure is traced by a third no
linear unscreening variant, in which the quantitydEx /df i ,
Eq. ~6!, is again evaluated with a combination of core AEO
and valence PO’s, but only the valence PO’s are taken
account inxs and the sum over the KS states inLx . Figure
3 shows that the asymptotic structure is almost comple
eliminated in this approach. The long-range structure in
second nonlinear unscreening variant is thus due to the m
ture of AE core and pseudovalence orbitals in the respo
components in the OPM equation~2!. On the other hand, the
comparison of the partially nonlinear unscreening vari
with the linearly unscreened PP shows that the xc tail in
latter PP is mainly due to the missing Fock integrals betw
core and valence orbitals.

FIG. 2. Asymptotic behavior of OPM-PP for thep state of Al for
different variants of linear unscreening: unscreening with PO’s
unscreening with AEO’s as well as LDA-PP’s without and wi
NLCC’s.

FIG. 3. Asymptotic behavior of OPM-PP for thep state of Al for
different variants of nonlinear unscreening: unscreening with
AE exchange potential, i.e., with core and valence AEO’s~val.
AEO’s, complete!, in comparison with standard combination
core AEO’s plus valence PO’s~val. PO’s, complete!, and two par-
tially nonlinear schemes, in which either all or the 2s,2p core
AEO’s are included insidedEx /df i , Eq. ~6!, but not in the kernel
~3! and the sum overi in Eq. ~4!.
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The long-range structure of the third variant remains
sentially unchanged if the 1s contribution to dEx /df i is
neglected~see Fig. 3!. This last partial nonlinear unscreenin
variant would constitute the most economic nonline
scheme.

Unfortunately, nonlinear unscreening is not a very attr
tive option in practice, in particular within the frequent
used plane-wave-pseudopotential scheme. A plane-wave
resentation of the core states requires extremely high en
cutoffs, even if one restricts oneself to the outermost c
shell. The concept of NLCC’s is only useful together with
smooth truncation of the core densitync

AE below some core-
cutoff radiusr NLCC. Without this truncation the representa
tion of nc

AE in terms of basis functions and integrations ov
the strongly peaked fullnc

AE become exceedingly difficult. It
is not cleara priori whether a corresponding smooth trunc
tion of the core orbitals is compatible with the nonlocal n
ture of the Fock term. One would at least expect thatr NLCC
has to be chosen much smaller than in the case of the L
in order to account for the nonlocality of the exactEx . Given
the limited success of nonlinear unscreening with the eli
nation of the spurious tail and the limited importance of no
linear contributions to the core-valence interaction for t
transferability of OPM-PP’s, it thus seems that one has
stay with linear unscreening.

Consequently the question arises how one can handle
unphysical xc tail within the linear unscreening scheme. T
schemes of this nature are found in the literature. Kim a
co-workers14 suggest OPM calculations on the basis of LD
PP’s. While this scheme avoids all problems related to
spurious xc tail from the outset, the use of different xc fun
tionals in the PP construction and the polyatomic calculat
does not yield sufficiently accurate results~see Tables VII
and VIII—compare Ref. 36!.

Bylander and Kleinman11 suggested to damp the long
range structurea posteriori. In order to test the sensitivity o
polyatomic results to the form of the damping function w
have used two different damping functions for the calcu
tion of the properties of both the Al dimer and bulk Al. Th
OPM-PP’s obtained for Gaussian and power law dampin

vps
damp~r !5H vps~r ! for r<r d ,

@ f ~r !21#
Zione

2

r
1 f ~r !vps~r ! for r>r d ,

f G~r !5exp@2~r 2r d!2/ l d
2#,

f P~r !5 l d
2/@ l d

22~r 2r d!2#,

are shown in Fig. 4. Rather different characteristics ha
been chosen for the individual functions. The weak pow
law damping with an onset at 2.3 bohr and a damping len
of l d55 bohr only reduces the amplitudes of the spurio
oscillations. On the other hand, the Gaussian damping w
l d50.3 bohr essentially switches off any structure forr
.r d . Choosing r d52.3 bohr, one thus simulates th
asymptotic behavior of a PP with NLCC’s. The larger val
of r d55.7 bohr only eliminates the minimum aroundr
58.4 bohr, so that the comparison of the two Gaussi

s

ll
1-7
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allows the distinction of the extreme asymptotic regim
which is only probed in the bulk, from the bonding region
the Al dimer ~in Fig. 4 this curve is almost hidden by othe
potentials!. The smoother Gaussian withr d52.3 bohr and
l d51.5 bohr is motivated by the asymptotic behavior of t
linearly unscreened LDA-PP.

The corresponding spectroscopic constants for Al2 are
listed in Table IX. A comparatively wide range of results
obtained. For the weak damping via the Pade´ function one
finds almost the same results as with the unmodified PP.
the Gaussian damping the differences are more pronoun
However, while the damping length of 1.5 bohr leads
spectroscopic constants which are very close to the AE d
the reduced damping length of 0.3 bohr overcorrects the
rors of the unmodified PP. The differences between the
sults of the two Gaussians are almost as large as the d
ences between the data from the weaker Gaussian and th
values.

TABLE IX. Spectroscopic constants of Al2 obtained from exact
exchange: various damping variants in comparison with unmodi
OPM-PP and AE results~Refs. 49 and 54!.

Mode Damping r d l d Re De ve

function @bohr# @bohr# @bohr# @eV# @cm21#

AE 4.801 0.397 313

PP Unmodified 4.826 0.318 301
PP Pade´ 2.3 5.0 4.817 0.316 302
PP Gaussian 5.7 0.3 4.813 0.290 303
PP Gaussian 2.3 1.5 4.793 0.381 311
PP Gaussian 2.3 0.3 4.773 0.429 318

Expt.a 4.660 1.57 350

aReference 55.
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The corresponding cohesive properties of bulk Al~Table
X! are even more sensitive to the asymptotic form of the
One first of all observes that the unmodified PP undere
mates the experimental lattice constant by 0.55 bohr
overestimates the bulk modulus by almost a factor of 2.
spite of the fact that one should not expect anx-only calcu-
lation to reproduce the experimental data of a metal, t
large deviation shows that OPM-PP’s are not usable for b
calculations without an elimination of the xc tail. All damp
ing variants enlarge the lattice constanta by more than 0.5
bohr and reduce the cohesive energy by more than 2 eV,
improving the agreement with experiment and LDA-PP
sults ~also given in Table X!. Obviously, the very smalla
predicted by the unmodified PP is due to the attractive par
the spurious tail around 10 bohr, which is sufficiently su
pressed even by the weak Pade´ damping. This part of the tai
is not probed in Al2, which explains the different signs of th
error in the equilibrium distances. Unfortunately, the spre
of results among the various damped PP’s is also substan

The sensitivity of the bulk properties to the asympto
tail ~and thus to the choice of the damping function! can be
understood most easily if one examines the PP’s~minus the
electrostatic component! in momentum space:

wps,l~ uku!5E d3r exp~ ik•r!Fvps,l~r !1
Zione

2

r G . ~12!

In wps,l(k) the asymptotic behavior of the OPM-PP’s is no
cable as a small dip atk50 ~see Fig. 5!. This long-
wavelength limit is not relevant for the total KS potential
a solid and thus does not affect the electronic structure~for
Al with a57.5 bohr the smallest nonvanishing reciproc
lattice vector equals 1.45 bohr21). It does, however, affec
the cohesive properties via the long-range component of
electron-ion interaction energy,1

d

sistent
en
ngth
i-
TABLE X. Equilibrium lattice constanta, cohesive energyEcoh, and bulk modulusB of fcc Al obtained
from exact exchange: various damping variants in comparison with unmodified OPM-PP, self-con
OPM-PP~SC-OPM-PP!, and LDA results~Refs. 49, 56, and 54! ~the experimental values have been tak
from Ref. 36!. Exc denotes the functional used in the bulk PP calculation. Also given is the long-wavele
limit of the d component of the PP in momentum space, Eq.~12!, which determines the long-range contr
bution to the electron-ion interaction, Eq.~13!.

Exc Damping r d l d wps,d(k50) a Ecoh B
x c function ~bohr! ~bohr! (hartree3bohr3) ~bohr! ~eV/atom! ~GPa!

Exact unmodified 23.478 7.10 3.98 135
Exact Pade´ 2.3 5.0 20.754 7.65 1.77 82
Exact Gaussian 2.3 0.3 20.526 7.69 1.53 80
Exact Gaussian 2.3 1.5 20.218 7.77 1.35 67
Exact Gaussian 5.7 0.3 0.444 7.94 0.94 46
Exact SC-OPM-PP 20.689 7.79 1.37 71

LDA LDA AE a 7.52 84
LDA LDA LDA-PP 22.622 7.47 4.04 86
LDA LDA LDA-PP1NLCC 2.806 7.48 4.05 88

Expt. 7.65 3.39 77

aReferences 57.
1-8
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Ee-ion
long-range5

NV

V (
j PV

wps,L
j ~k50!. ~13!

HereV denotes the size of the unit cell,j labels the atoms in
V, NV is the total number of electrons inV, andL defines
the local component of the PP chosen for atomj. Table X
directly reflects the proportionality ofEe-ion

long-range to wps,L(k
50), i.e., the large number of atoms beyond the nea
neighbors which experience the xc tail. Due to the fact t
the unmodified OPM-PP’s oscillate around2Zione

2/r , the
value of wps,L(k50) results from a subtle balance betwe
positive and negative contributions, which can easily
changed by the form of the damping function~see Table X!.
In spite of the obvious improvement resulting from dampi
schemes, the high sensitivity ofEtot(a) to the detailed form
of the damping introduces some arbitrariness into OPM
sults for structural parameters.

V. SELF-CONSISTENT NORM-CONSERVING
PSEUDOPOTENTIALS

As an alternative to thea posterioridamping we sugges
an iterative procedure in which the strict identity of the PO
with the AEO’s and thus also the identity of the screened

FIG. 4. OPM in pseudopotential for thep state of Al: various
damping schemes for spurious structure~linear unscreening!.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4 in momentum space.
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with the total AE potentialvs
AE in the valence region is given

up. Note that this strict identity is also sacrificed in the ca
of many other PP construction schemes, such as, e.g.
Hartree-Fock based energy-adjusted PP’s.52 However, as will
be shown below, the final PO’s are extremely close to
AEO’s.

Step~1! of this procedure is a standard AE OPM calcu
tion with the exact exchange. While in the present concep
study we do not include a correlation component, the co
plete approach can equally well be used for any combina
of the exactEx with some approximateEc . In the following
the procedure is thus formulated for an arbitraryExc . In step
~2! the TM scheme is applied to the resulting AEO’s a
vs

AE . This leads to the usual set of PO’s, the correspond
pseudodensitynv,ps, and the unscreening potentialsvH@nv,ps#
andvxc@nv,ps# @whose exchange component is again obtain
by solution of Eqs.~2!–~6!#.

In step~3! one sets up a modified reference potential

vs
mod~r !5vs

AE~r !2vH~@nv
AE#,r !2vxc~@nc

AE1nv
AE#,r !

1vH~@nv,ps#,r !1vxc~@nv,ps#,r !. ~14!

In vs
mod the original AE xc tail is replaced by the xc tail of th

unscreening potential in such a way thatvs
mod2vH@nv,ps#

2vxc@nv,ps# has the correct asymptotic behavior~compare
vs

AE2vH@nv
AE#2vxc@nc

AE1nv
AE# in Fig. 3!. The form ofvs

mod

for r ,r c,l is irrelevant for the following. This potential is
then used to generate a set of modified reference orb
wnl

mod in step~4!. As the TM scheme only uses the referen
orbitals in the valence region, suitablewnl

mod can be obtained
by inward integration of the radial KS equations, usingvs

mod

as total potential and the original AE eigenvalues as ene
parameters:

H 2
1

2
] r

21
l ~ l 11!

2r 2 1vs
mod~r !J wnl

mod~r !5enl
AEwnl

mod~r !.

The inward integration via a standard finite differen
method is started by applying the boundary condition

wnl
mod~r→`!;r 1/A22enl

AE
exp@2A22enl

AEr #

for sufficiently larger values. In addition, one requires th
norm of wnl

mod in the valence region to be identical with th
of the original AE orbital:

E
r c,l

`

druwnl
mod~r !u25E

r c,l

`

druwnl
AE~r !u2.

These conditions and the fact thatvs
mod is dominated by the

2e2/r behavior of the exchange component invs
AE guaran-

tee that the resultingwnl
mod are extremely close to the AEO’

for r .r c,l . In step~5! the TM procedure is repeated, usin
vs

mod as reference potential andwnl
mod as reference orbitals

The result are new PO’s, a new screened PPvps
sc,(1), and new

unscreening potentialsvH@nv,ps
(1) #, andvxc@nv,ps

(1) # for all values
of r.
1-9
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Steps ~3!–~5! are iterated until self-consistency
achieved, controlled by the requirement that the maxim
difference

uvps
sc,(i 21)~r !2vps

sc,(i )~r !u

be smaller than a suitable accuracy criterion~typically 1026

hartree!. The final unscreened PP is then constructed by s
traction of the converged valence Hartree and xc poten
from the converged screened PP:

vps~r !5vps
sc,(i )~r !2vH~@nv,ps

( i ) #,r !2vxc~@nv,ps
( i ) #,r !. ~15!

As vps
sc,(i) and vs

mod are identical in the valence region, th
unscreened PP is free of any spurious long-range structur
virtue of Eq.~14!. In addition, the specific choice~14! guar-
antees that the self-consistent application of the unscree
PP ~15! to the atomic ground state exactly reproduces
original AE eigenvalues.

The resultingvps can be characterized as self-consist
norm-conserving PP as the conditions forwnl

mod ensure that
the wnl

mod are essentially identical with the AEO’s and th
property is then transfered to the final PO’s~see Fig. 6!. As a
consequence,vxc@nv,ps

( i ) # does not change much during th
iteration. The iteration mainly serves to produce a refere
potentialvs

mod which is consistent with thewnl
mod and which

has the same long-range features asvxc@nv,ps
( i ) #. As the self-

consistent scheme is based on standard PP quantities no
parameters are introduced.

The unscreened PP generated in this way~SC-OPM-PP!
for Al is shown in Figs. 1 and 7. All three components of t
SC-OPM-PP have the tendency to be more attractive t
their unmodified counterparts in the inner part of the c
region, but more repulsive in the more relevant outer p
(r .1.5 bohr). This tendency is not very pronounced for
s component, which, overall, is rather similar to the unmo
fied potential. Thep and d components, on the other han
are clearly more affected by the self-consistent proced
However, even the differences observed for these two c
ponents are not larger than those resulting from differ
cutoff radii @note the enlarged scale of Fig. 1~b! compared to
Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!#. In the valence region, on the other han

FIG. 6. Valence states of Al: PO’s from self-consistent PP c
struction vs AEO’s.
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all three components are identical with the PP obtained
nonlinear unscreening with the AE exchange potential~com-
pare Figs. 3 and 7!.

The bulk properties of Al obtained with this PP are list
in Table X. The resulting lattice constant and bulk modu
are reasonably close to the experimental data. The cohe
energy, on the other hand, reflects thex-only character of the
calculation. No AE OPM calculation for bulk Al has bee
reported so far, so that it cannot be established how the
OPM-PP data compare with the AE values. One can ne
theless verify the consistency of the SC-OPM-PP results
the bulk with the AE OPM data for the Al dimer: In bot
cases the experimental equilibrium separation is overe
mated by 0.14 bohr and the corresponding curvature of
energy surface is underestimated by roughly 10%.

A direct comparison of SC-OPM-PP and AE OPM resu
is possible in the molecular case. The spectroscopic c
stants found with the SC-OPM-PP’s for our set of diatom
molecules are included in Tables VII and VIII. They ar
overall, much closer to the AE OPM values than those fou
with the unmodified OPM-PP’s; the average deviations
reduced by roughly a factor of 2 and compare favorably w
the errors obtained with LDA-PP’s including NLCC’s.

For the atomic properties examined in Sec. III the S
OPM-PP’s give essentially the same results as the unm
fied PP’s. The spurious oscillations at 3–20 bohr are
relevant for the atomic ground and low-lying excited sta
considered.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The standard procedure for norm-conserving pseudo
tentials implies a linearization of the core-valence inter
tion. In the case of the nonlocal exact exchange this line
ization leads to a nonelectrostatic perturbation of
2Zione

2/r behavior of the ionic PP in the valence regio
Although this spurious long-range tail decays much fas
than 1/r , it effectively acts like a small additional ‘‘ionic’’
force between neighboring atoms. As the spurious tail os
lates as a function of the distance from an atom, this artific
force can either be attractive or repulsive, so that eithe
bond length reduction or an increase can be observed in

- FIG. 7. Asymptotic behavior of OPM-PP for thep state of Al:
self-consistent vs unmodified PP.
1-10
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ROLE OF THE CORE-VALENCE INTERACTION FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 125111
ferent chemical environments~for instance, for bulk Al and
the Al dimer!. As the range of the tail is of the order of 2
bohr, not only nearest neighbors experience it. This me
that bulk results are much more affected by the spuri
feature than those for diatomic molecules.

In the case of the LDA-PP’s the nonlinearity of the
functional can be taken into account by inclusion of nonl
ear core corrections. We have verified that a suitable non
ear unscreening scheme can reduce the size of the spu
structure substantially. On the other hand, all atomic prop
ties considered indicate that the nonlinearity of the co
valence interaction is less relevant in the case of the e
exchange than for the LDA. In particular, the lowest exci
tion energies which are a measure of the transferability of
PP’s are almost as accurate as those obtained from LDA-
with nonlinear core corrections. In view of the high price
be paid for the inclusion of core states in OPM-PP calcu
tions these observations call for a procedure within
framework of linear unscreening.

In this case a suitable modification of standard normc
serving PP’s is required. The most simple modification is
a posteriori damping of the tail.11 However, this procedure
introduces new parameters into the PP’s, which leads to
uncertainty of the resulting polyatomic data. Our results
bulk aluminum show that this uncertainty is of the sam
n

y

m
,

e

,
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order of magnitude~within a factor of 2–3! as the deviation
of the orginal PP results from the AE data.

As an alternative, a modified PP construction scheme
introduced, which is free of any additional parameters.
this scheme the PP is determined in a self-consistent fas
which guarantees the correct ionic form of the unscree
PP. The spectroscopic constants obtained with the s
consistent PP’s for a set of first- and second-row molecu
agree much better with the corresponding AE OPM data t
those of the original PP’s. The average deviations found
the self-consistent PP’s are almost as small as those obta
for LDA-PP’s which include nonlinear core corrections, co
sistent with the findings for atoms. The combination of line
unscreening with the self-consistent PP generation t
seems to provide the appropriate basis for PP calculat
with exact exchange.
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